
Subject: Some discoveries/useful info about "compute vertex solve"
Posted by jonwil on Thu, 12 Feb 2015 12:14:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I have discovered how the "compute vertex solve" option in leveledit works and here are my
findings:

1.The "Enable Filtering" and "Solve Selected Objects Only" checkboxes do nothing (probably why
they are disabled)

2.The weather, sky and background settings under "Edit-Background Settings" in leveledit have
no effect on the vertex solve what so ever.

3.The sunlight and ambient light settings under "lighting" in leveledit do affect the vertex solve.
The ambient light in particular can be tweaked to give all the things in your level, dynamic
objects/spawned items/etc included, a nice green or blue or red or whatever tint.

4.If the mesh has vertex colors set, they will be used. If the mesh has a material, it will use the
diffuse and ambient settings from that material.

5.If the "occlusion enabled" checkbox is selected, some math happens that involves the vertex
being lit, the position of the light currently being processed and possibly also the Far Attenuation
settings. The results of this math (which I dont understand) are used to cast a ray into the scene.
If the ray hits something, the vertex is not lit using that light. Seems to be to stop lights from
lighting vertexes that they can't actually cast light onto because of obstructions in the way. This
only checks for terrain or tiles that are in the way, not objects or anything else.

6.With the latest versions of scripts (dating back to somewhere in 2011 I think) you can now put
Prelit=true into the "mesh user text" of a mesh (not sure exactly what that is in Max and I dont
have Max running right now to check) to cause the lightmap code to not light that mesh.

7.With the latest versions of scripts (dating back to somewhere in 2011 I think) it will now correctly
light meshes that have no vertex colors and that have an opacity of less than 1 (or 100% or
whatever it is). This includes the glass for the renegade Hand of Nod and renegade Nod Airstrip,
meaning you no longer need to hide those meshes before you light solve.

8.With the latest versions of scripts (dating back to somewhere in 2011 I think) it will now not
apply lightmap data to mesh pieces that have bump mapping (this includes water on various stock
Renegade levels and others, meaning you no longer need to hide those objects before you light
solve). This fix is handled at load time meaning it works on all maps without even needing to
re-run vertex solve or do anything special.

Subject: Re: Some discoveries/useful info about "compute vertex solve"
Posted by dblaney1 on Fri, 13 Feb 2015 04:38:12 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Speaking of Lightmaps, can you see if you can get altmat.exe to work. The version in 4.1 seems
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to be completely broken and the 4.0 version crashes with anything more than like a simple box.
Would love to be able to have the power on/off states for our building interior as well as having
scorched building exteriors when destroyed.

Subject: Re: Some discoveries/useful info about "compute vertex solve"
Posted by jonwil on Sun, 15 Feb 2015 10:52:45 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

ok, altmat.exe should now be fixed.
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